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W hen builder Jeremy Green first saw
a derelict barn set in the heart of the
Lincolnshire countryside he knew it

had great potential. “The property was really run
down but it had character and is a bit of a one-off
which appealed to me,” he explains. So, after
18 months of hard work it has now been
transformed into a rural five-bedroom retreat,

retaining many of its original features including
the openings from which the doves used to fly.
He adds, “It was crucial that the main rooms of
the house echoed a period feel and allowed
views of the surrounding countryside but also
incorporated modern elements to suit the
needs of comfortable 21st century living. I think
this has successfully been achieved.”

left Hosting many successful parties has been a real pleasure for Jeremy Green thanks to the new and
versatile hub of his wonderful home.

above The glossy, reflective properties of the Black Star Galaxy granite worktop help bounce light
around the room to further enhance the bright feel.

Feature by Mary Hampshire Photography by John Houlihan

great beginnings
Charming and welcoming, this sympathetically converted Lincolnshire
barn now suits its entertaining enthusiast owner perfectly.

kitchen profile
Impressively spacious and set
beneath a vast beamed ceiling, this
painted pippi oak Kelham kitchen
has been created by Charles Yorke
with effortless beauty and comfort in
mind. Offering a fully-equipped
cooking zone at one end of the room
and a stylish lounge at the other, this
multifunctional space is the ultimate
in luxurious and practical living.   

Charles Yorke, Prospect Close,
Lowmoor Business Park,
Nottinghamshire NG17 7LF. 
Tel: 0870 428 1630.
www.charlesyorke.co.uk 
Kitchens cost from around £20,000.
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left Handy for when guests drop by unannounced,
the built-in microwave allows tasty treats to be
prepared in an instant.

top and above A selection of cream appliances
lend themselves to the charming classic scheme.

right With its distinctive markings and rich hue, the
durable travertine flooring beautifully complements
the use of pippi oak throughout.

With regards to the kitchen, designer Jamie
Ellis of Charles Yorke was commissioned to
create an open and inviting space that shows
off the striking high beamed ceiling and that
was the perfect haven for entertaining. Jamie
says, “I had a deadline – to finish it in time for a
New Year’s Eve party. The end result is
fantastic, plus Jeremy and all his guests loved
it. It’s great for gatherings with friends and
family being practical, warm and homely.”

Connected to a lounge, it measures an
ample 13m by 6m and is very light and airy. 
The main challenge was working with limited
wall space as most of it is taken up by windows.
“Our vision was to achieve a low-level and
open space by using base units and a very

large island. This accommodates a spice
cupboard, wooden vegetable drawers and a
wine cooler. A batterie de cuisine adds extra
interest and is set above a chunky Belfast sink
with elegant chrome tap. 

Reflecting the classic feel of the home,
another major focal point is a stunning oak
mantle showing off a stylish cream Aga.
Kelham units in painted and natural pippi oak
are finished with brass butt hinges and
complemented by a Black Star Galaxy granite
worktop. Smooth travertine floor tiles
complete the look. This scheme is perfect for
those wanting a traditional kitchen which also
incorporates both modern design techniques
and technology.

“I love the attention to detail and the really helpful
advice I received. I’m very happy with the result.”
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Useful Information

Appliances
K4316X4GB built under fridge, around £298;
G4344X4GB built under freezer, around £339,
R4381 tumble dryer, around £681; W5340
washing machine, around £668; S5453
dishwasher, around £437; H5642
microwave, around £453, at Neff. 
Tel: 0870 513 3090. www.neff.co.uk 

Cream cooker, £4230; fridge freezer,
£2350, at Aga. Tel: 0845 712 5207. 
www.aga-rayburn.co.uk 

WC34 RCR/C wine cooler, around £875, 
at Falcon. Tel: 0115 946 4000.
www.falconappliances.co.uk 

Synergy SLT900 extractor hood, around
£360, at Westin. Tel: 01484 421585.
www.westin.co.uk 

Fixtures and furnishings
Black Star Galaxy granite worksurfaces,
around £5640, at Margrasil UK. 
Tel: 01293 852352. www.margrasil.co.uk

Travertine floor tiles, around £41 per sq. m., 
at Stonehouse. Tel: 0800 093 9724.
www.stonehousetiles.co.uk 

Bespoke lighting system, around £1175, 
at Lutron. Tel: 0800 282107. www.lutron.com

Belfast 100W sink, around £625, at Shaws
of Darwen. Tel: 01254 775111.
www.shawsofdarwen.com 

Clarendon Bridge lever tap from Belvoir
Interiors, £149, at Discount Appliance Centre.
Tel: 01636 705892. www.thedac.co.uk

Similar sofa, Pavia, £1000, at Land of Leather.
Tel: 01708 689713. www.landofleather.co.uk 

Similar plasma TV, around £1797, 
at Panasonic. Tel: 0870 300 1515.
www.panasonic.co.uk

Similar cushions, Mongolian Wool, around
£45 each, at John Lewis. Tel: 0845 604 9049.
www.johnlewis.com

above Gracefully utilising the vast vaulted
ceiling, suspending pendants cast a subtle
glow while quiet ‘me time’ can be enjoyed
when relaxing at the long window seat.

right Placed within chunky wooden drawers,
seasonal vegetables are easily to hand when
planning favourite recipes. 

left A large batterie de cuisine is the perfect spot for hanging pans which can be filled by the elegant
Clarendon Bridge tap set below.

above Complete with a comfortable leather sofa, a state-of-the-art television and easy access to the
garden beyond, the smart lounge area is the ideal place to unwind.

There’s also plenty of storage, including a
wall-mounted plate rack which breaks up the
narrow space between the windows, two oak
wine racks and open shelving for keeping
anything from books to cooking oils. The final
touch is remote control Lutron lighting, split
into zones, providing the perfect way to switch
on the party mood. Jeremy concludes, “I love
the attention to detail, the fact that the kitchen
was made to my specification and the really
helpful advice I received throughout. I’m very
happy with the result.”


